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SAFETY COMPONENTS
FABRIC TECHNOLOGIES INC.
A trusted leader in textile technology
FABRICS FOR COMMERCIAL AWNINGS, SHADE STRUCTURES,
TENTS, CANOPIES, COVERS, CUSHIONS, UMBRELLAS AND
OTHER OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS
FABRIC FEATURES/ADVANTAGES
WEATHERMAX® 80 | Super high strength and durability combine with long-term
color retention to deliver a truly versatile outdoor fabric for a variety of applications.
WeatherMAX 80 is the industry’s most balanced and cost-effective fabric available
for awnings, shade structures and other outdoor applications requiring outstanding
durability, higher water repellence and excellent breathability.
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WEATHERMAX LT | High strength and the same inherent fade-resistant properties
found in our WeatherMAX 80 fabric, all packed into a true lighter weight fabric. The
perfect choice for patio furniture covers, equestrian covers, cushions, umbrellas or
other applications where lightweight and ease of packing offer an advantage.
WEATHERMAX FR | The proven performance of our innovative WeatherMAX
80 fabric combined with flame resistance properties that meet or exceed the most
stringent requirements. WeatherMAX FR is ideally suited for awnings, tents or
any outdoor application requiring resistance to heat and flames, long-term color
retention and superior protection from the elements.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Made from solution-dyed SaturaMAX™ yarns, WeatherMAX solves the sagging
and wetting problems associated with acrylics and the fading and mildew issues of
solution-dyed polyesters. Our exclusive HydroMax finish delivers unsurpassed water
repellency and mildew resistance, maintaining the fabric’s natural breathability.
Available in 24 colors, WeatherMAX FR is available for applications requiring
flame resistance. See our website for technical and certification information.
COMPANY PROFILE
Safety Components Fabric Technologies Inc. (SCFTI) is a vertically integrated, multifaceted manufacturer of high-performance technical fabrics. Located on 22 acres in
Greenville, S.C., SCFTI’s 800,000-square-foot facility contains all manufacturing,
testing and warehousing functions.
Our patented signature outdoor fabric, WeatherMAX, has changed the fabric
structure and awning market by providing a highly fade-resistant, long-lasting
fabric that outperforms acrylic and solution-dyed polyester fabrics. SCFTI also
manufactures technical fabrics for firefighter turnout gear, soft armor, airbags
and other demanding end products.
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WeatherMAX® 80 Beige is featured
in this residential application.

WeatherMAX® 80 Oyster is shown
here in a hotel setting.

A restaurant setting utilizes WeatherMAX® 80 Slate.

An amusement park location illustrates a
great use of WeatherMAX® 80 Sandstone.

A commercial property benefits
from WeatherMAX® FR Graphite.
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